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A Senior’s Battle with Senioritis: The Tale of an Overachiever
By Trixie McGuff

For most seniors, April is a time of relaxation. With
little more to do than a fifth grader waiting to enter middle
school, most seniors opt to hang out with friends over doing homework in an age long tradition called “Senioritis.”
While Senioritis may come easy to most,
overachiever and all around know-it-all
Alex Radkin is not so lucky.
Alex has been a hard-worker since he
was young. Always having a passion for
learning and sucking up to teachers, Alex
has been very successful in his educational career. His English teachers have always loved him because he overuses the
word “juxtaposition” and math teachers
adored him because he didn’t go straight
to the back of the book for the answers to
the homework. He is in 4 AP classes this
year and is used to spending upwards of
7 hours a night on homework--none of
which he also spent on Facebook.
However, Alex has always been a
bit late to the game, and Senioritis is
no exception. When he arrived back at
school on April 2nd, he noticed a visible shift in his senior
companions. Suddenly, his friends were not doing home-

Sit back, relax,
and enjoy the
gift of being a
senior. Hang
out with
friends, eat a
fig, watch TV,
take a nap...
it’s all up to
you my friend

work and started doing this thing called “winging it.” This
was not how Alex functioned, but he tried to fit in with his
friends.
“I totally have Senioritis!” said Alex to a group of
friends at the lunch table. “My
GPA is only like a 3.7 this
semester. And I bet if I took
the ACT again tomorrow, I
would definitely only get a 33!”
Unfortunately, Alex’s friends
saw right through his attempt
and were immediately disgusted
by his need to work. So appalled
were they that they staged an
intervention at his home later
that night, where they made
Sparknotes his homepage and
forced Alex to create not only
a Facebook account but also a
Twitter.
“That’s sure to distract him,”
said Alex’s best friend and
smart-enough student Jason Karmen. “And if it isn’t, then I guess we will just have to get
him a Tumblr too.”

A Senior’s Survival Guide
to Doing Homework

Do you have homework?
no

yes
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Is it due tomorrow?
no
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Is it an essay or project?
Return to the last
question and be more
honest with yourself

no

Fourth Quarter Already Here (It’s About Time)
By Xander Bumpkin
Last Wednesday during a mediocre conversation in the blocks or whatever that area is called, a group of students had the realization that fourth
quarter is already here, and that, consequently, it is basically summer break.
“I was just sitting there, and then all of a
sudden, it came to me…I am practically a junior
in high school,” bewildered sophomore Andrew
Delfino declared to Flipside reporters at the scene.
“That means that I am basically a senior. Wow.
Nice!” Despite Delfino’s slightly conflicted chain
of logic he cited to the Flipside, his comments
were appreciated in his contribution to this article.
Others reached much more dramatic conclusions regarding future plans about their schoolwork. Richard Wodelhausen, freshman, explained,
“I mean, I have worked so hard for my three
quarters of high school…I might as well just relax

for the rest of my high school experience.”
It was very clear that the student body is beginning to realize that it’s
fourth quarter are hoping for a lower workload, but the staff that the Flipside
interviewed felt very different. English teacher
Jon Haminshire argued, “In such a situation of
fleeting time, one must truly dig deep as Henry
David Thoreau might do, to assess the potential
one has to succeed in the last quarter of their
school year.” Let’s not forget that even Thoreau
took two years to chill in the woods.
Overall, whatever your thoughts are about
the end of the school year, make sure to think
about what is important to you. For most of us,
that thought means nothing but the dreams of
Lollapalooza and other larger issues of summer
plans. I mean seriously!

Call me. Maybe.

THE FLIPSIDE CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE: Solve the Cryptogram, write down your name, and then find and
give your copy of The Flipside to Maddie Ambrose. There will be a drawing to see who will win a sweet Flipside t-shirt!

QUOTE ”I thought the Fine Arts Assembly was the best one yet!”
--Student planted in the DHS hallways by the PTO

REBUS PUZZLES

Can you guess the common word
or phrase portrayed below?

INFOGRAPHIC
87

Percent of people at DHS who saw “The Hunger
Games” its opening weekend

UP DOWN
UP DOWN
UP DOWN

ition

36

ition

Percent of people who thought “The Hunger
Games” was the sequel of “Super Size Me”

Last issue’s answers: THE LITTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE, THROUGH
THICK AND THIN, AVERAGE JOE, GEORGIA

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to decode the
message or quote below. HINT: B=Y
Congratulations to last issue’s winner: Pete Cullen, our first staff winner

“BMH PKZI UM YUKB NL YPKXI. GB FOKLAGMUPIO, YPI YUKOUIA VKDJNLF ENZI GNDIY K AKB VPIL YPI
VKY YNWUB. YPI’Y LNLIUB-YIZIL UMAKB KLA VI AML’U JLMV VPIOI UPI PIDD YPI NY.” ~IDDIL
AIFILIOIY

Last issue’s answer: “Somebody just gave me a shower radio. Thanks a lot. Do you really want music in the shower? I guess
there’s no better place to dance than a slick surface next to a glass door.” ~Jerry Seinfeld

SUDOKU

LEVEL: Shufflin’ like a pro

Fill in the grid so each
column, row, and 3x3 box has
the numbers 1 through 9.

JUMBLE

Unscramble these four ordinary
jumbles, and use the letters in circles
to answer the final question.

UGALH

NHEPHY

WHAT YOU GET IF
YOU CROSS A HIPPO,
AN ELEPHANT, AND
A RHINO

REHSE

LIPTO

!
NOTE: All names and stories are fictional, unless public figures are being
satirized. Remember, these are all jokes.
To contact us, email 121chamberlain-simon@student.dist113.org.
For more information and more content, visit dhsflipside.com.

Last issue’s answers: OTTER, RUMBLE, FIERY, GRASS
What the acorn said when it grew up: GEOMETRY!

The Flipside is always looking for new writers, puzzle makers, and distributors.
E-mail us if you’re interested. Really, we want your help.

